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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 671: The Oriole Behind 

“White Light, quickly retreat!” 

Without time to think much at all, Ye Yuan’s figure retreated explosively. 

White Light’s reaction was not slow either, following Ye Yuan and retreating. 

Very clearly, that person’s target was the Azure Spirit Tree! 

The person’s strength was too strong. Hu Rong and the others did not dare to clash head-on with him 

either, and they also chose to yield one after another. 

In front of the Azure Spirit Tree, a figure gradually emerged. When Hu Rong and the others saw the 

arrival, their faces all changed greatly. 

“Hahaha! It’s been hard on the few of you! This gift isn’t bad! I’ll accept it,” the person said with a big 

laugh. 

“Peng Tian! You’re so despicable!” Hu Rong simmered with anger. 

The arrival was none other than precisely the Thousand Mountain Great Roc Clan’s Clan Head, Peng 

Tian! 

This fellow was actually lurking nearby the entire time. After waiting for Ye Yuan they all to succeed, he 

then seized the Azure Spirit Tree with a momentum as forceful as a sudden peal of thunder that left no 

time for covering the ears! 

Peng Tian said with a delighted look, “Despicable? Spiritual objects under the heavens, fated ones get it! 

Very clearly, you guys aren’t that fated one!” 

As he said this, his gaze actually looked towards Ye Yuan and said, “Boy, you really didn’t let me down. 

To actually really restrain the Azure Spirit Tree! But you never would have thought that your actions 

would become other people’s wedding dress, right? Hahaha!” 

Talking about how he was pleased with himself, Peng Tian could not resist chortling with laughter. 

Hu Rong and the others, their expressions were indescribably ugly. This Azure Spirit Tree landing in Peng 

Tian’s hands, Hu Yan would be dead for certain. 

This outcome was what they could not bear. 

Ye Yuan’s face did not have an overly dejected expression, but he asked calmly, “Clan Head Peng Tian, 

nice scheming. This Ye admires you. I wonder how you knew that I could restrain the Azure Spirit Tree?” 

Peng Tian said delightedly, “I initially wasn’t fully certain either. But the timing that you appeared was 

too coincidental. Coming to the Darkfiend Tiger Clan at this time, the goal can only be the Azure Spirit 

Tree. Even though your strength is meager, you’re able to turn something rotten into magical and are 

bound to have areas surpassing others in. Therefore, I decided to let you give it a try. I didn’t expect that 
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you really succeeded! Even if you didn’t succeed, with the Darkfiend Tiger Clan to be cannon fodders for 

me isn’t bad as well.Hahaha!” 

Peng Tian had evidently known the Darkfiend Tiger Clan’s activities long ago. Yet, the Darkfiend Tiger 

Clan still pretended to be mysterious. It was simply a joke. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “Looks like you sending Peng Hai to the Darkfiend Tiger Clan and satisfying my 

every request was in order to lower our guard, right? And these few years, you’ve actually long 

investigated the tiger clan’s situation clearly in the dark. Halting the troops and not moving all along was 

because you were not confident in dealing with the Azure Spirit Tree, so you wanted to let the tiger clan 

charge in front to be cannon fodders?” 

Peng Tian said with a loud laugh, “Haha! You, this boy, are too clever! What you said is perfectly 

accurate! This old man is a figure as famous as Hu Yan in this Dongming Region. How could I not even be 

a match for Hu Rong, this fool? This fellow fancied himself clever and used all kinds of measures to 

delude the roc clan, and even thought that his plans were seamless. But he didn’t know that I was just 

meeting one ruse with another, letting the tiger clan be the scapegoat, that’s all!” 

Hearing Peng Tian’s words, Hu Rong’s expression was indescribably ugly. 

These ten years, he spared no efforts. Who knew that in the end, he actually became a clown! 

Now that it fell just short of complete success, how could he be worthy of Clan Head Hu Yan? Once Peng 

Tian acquires the Azure Spirit Tree, he was bound to break through to Tier 7. 

At that time, who else could be his match in the entire Dongming Region? 

When his thought reached here, Hu Rong even had the intention to fight to the death! 

If the final outcome was the tiger clan’s destruction, then he, was the entire Darkfiend Tiger Clan’s 

eternal sinner! 

“Clan Head Peng Tian is indeed impressive. Truly took every conceivable possibility into account! 

However . . . Peng Yun’s small life, could it be that you don’t care?” Ye Yuan said with an emotional sigh. 

Peng Tian said with a cold snort, “As long as I break through to Tier 7, what do Yun-er’s injuries count 

as? Furthermore, do you think that it’s still up to you at this time? Boy, hand over the medicinal pills!” 

Ye Yuan looked at Peng Tian with a smile that wasn’t a smile and said, “If I don’t hand them over?” 

“If you don’t hand them over, you’ll be unable to pray for life nor beg for death!” Peng Tian threatened. 

“Like that huh. Looks like I must hand over no matter what?” 

“Enough nonsense. Quickly hand over!” 

Ye Yuan had a look of helplessness and fished out two medicinal pills from his storage ring. It was 

precisely those remaining two to treat Peng Yun. 

Peng Tian seeing Ye Yuan submit, his face involuntarily revealed a smug smile and reached his hand out 

in preparation to receive the medicinal pills. 



Ye Yuan raised his hand but did not throw the medicinal pills out. His right hand suddenly clenched in a 

fist, holding the two medicinal pills in the center of his palm, and kneaded a few times hard. 

Ye Yuan had a smile on his face as he looked at Peng Tian. Slowly opening up his hand, a light breeze 

blew. Wisps of powder went with the wind. 

Ye Yuan destroyed the medicinal pills just like this. 

Hu Rong and and the others, their expressions changed when they saw the situation and secretly 

thought to themselves that Ye Yuan was indeed gutsy, to actually dare provoke Peng Tian at this time. 

Peng Tian’s smile froze on his face. The hand that extended out was incomparably awkward, clenching 

into a fist shape, displaying his fury currently. 

“Fine lad. You dare to fool me?” Peng Tian gnashed his teeth as he said it word by word. 

Ye Yuan smiled unconcernedly and said, “Little Lord, I, have a problem, that is I can be persuaded by 

reason but not cowed by force. If you talk to me nicely, this Little Lord might just give them you if my 

mood becomes happy. But your attitude makes me very displeased!” 

“Hahaha! It’s really been so long since anybody dared to speak to this clan head like this! Boy, you’re 

excellent! Since you dare to say so, you probably have some sort of understanding what will happen, 

right?” Peng Tian laughed out of extreme rage. 

Ye Yuan had a blank look as he said, “Understanding? What understanding? This Little Lord’s, my, 

understanding is very limited and can’t understand your words.” 

“Can’t understand, is it? Then this clan head will let you understand what’s called understanding right 

now!” 

Finished talking, Peng Tian’s entire person’s aura directly rose to the peak, crushing over towards Ye 

Yuan in a manner that blotted out the skies and covered the earth. 

The Peng Tian currently was already infuriated to the extreme. The joy of obtaining the Azure Spirit Tree 

was completely swept away by Ye Yuan’s actions. 

His palm smacked towards Ye Yuan. This palm could topple mountains and overturn the seas during the 

whole process, displaying the strength of a peak Tier 6 demon completely. 

This palm movement, Peng Tian did not hold back in the slightest. He wanted to crush Ye Yuan into 

dregs, only then could it get rid of the hatred in his heart. 

Towards Peng Tian’s actions, Ye Yuan seemingly did not see it and did not have the intention of dodging 

at all. 

Just as Peng Tian’s palm was about to slap out, his scalp tingled all of a sudden. All the pores on his body 

shuddered. A sense of extreme danger welled up from the bottom of his heart. 

Right then, an even more violent attack arrived with a howl, aiming right at the center of Peng Tian’s 

back! 



Even though Peng Tian had his back facing this attack, he could feel that this attack could absolutely deal 

lethal damage to him! 

That aura was even above his! 

How could Peng Tian still care about dealing with Ye Yuan? He immediately pushed his Kun Peng 

bloodline to the limits, wanting to receive this attack! 

At present, Peng Tian’s greatest reliance was his speed. He wanted to use speed to receive this attack. 

That attack’s speed was exceedingly fast. It arrived at Peng Tian’s back in a blink of an eye. 

But Peng Tian’s reaction speed could not be said to not be fast. His figure had already fuzzily vanished 

from where he was. 

However, right at this time, a strange force attacked by surprise, and it actually made Peng Tian’s figure 

stagnate for a tiny bit of time! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 672: Hypocritical Hu Yan 

Rumble! 

This short bit of time was sufficient! 

That attack made it just in time currently, slamming right onto Peng Tian’s back. 

Peng Tian spat out a large mouthful of blood with a cough, his figure flying forward like a kite with a 

broken string. 

But Ye Yuan did not turn his head to look at Peng Tian’s wretched appearance but looked towards that 

figure standing beside the Azure Spirit Tree at present. 

There stood a well-built middle-aged man with a full beard on his face, looking awe-inspiring. 

Ye Yuan had yet to speak when Hu Rong and the others cried out in surprise. 

“Big Brother Hu Yan!” 

“Clan Head Hu Yan!” 

“Lord Hu Yan! You . . . You’re alright! That’s really great!” 

This burly middle-aged man was actually the Darkfiend Tiger Clan’s Clan Head, Hu Yan! 

This was truly the mantis stalking the cicada, being unaware of the oriole behind! 

Peng Tian never would have dreamed that Hu Yan would actually appear here in perfectly good 

condition! 

Without Hu Yan, Peng Tian was the Dongming Region’s most powerful existence. 

These ten years, under subtle influence, Peng Tian regarded it this way! 

If not for the sake of obtaining the Azure Spirit Tree, how could he wait patiently until now? 
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It was just that this way, the lowering of one’s vigilance with Peng Tian’s thoughts was unavoidable. 

Especially after obtaining the Azure Spirit Tree, Peng Tian was complacent with success. How could he 

still take any precaution? 

Therefore, Hu Yan’s sneak attack succeeded! 

Actually, it was not considered a success either. If there weren’t Ye Yuan’s last bit there, even if Peng 

Tian was injured, it would not be so severe either. 

Ye Yuan did not even need to turn his head back to look and also knew that this blow of Hu Yan’s was 

absolutely not light. Even if Peng Tian did not die, he absolutely could not crawl with his feet either. 

This fellow’s attack was not an ordinary kind of ruthless. 

Of course, regarding Peng Tian, Ye Yuan did not have much of a favorable impression too, and obviously 

would not have any compassion towards him. 

Hu Yan said coolly, “Hu Rong, it’s been hard on you these few years.” 

Just one sentence, made Hu Rong’s tears flow down his aged face. He felt that the efforts expended 

these few years were all worth it! 

All along, Hu Yan had been the Darkfiend Tiger Clan’s spiritual pillar. Even when he had no news for ten 

years, this point did not change either. 

The moment he appeared, Hu Rong felt the heavy load on his shoulders lift off completely. Because Hu 

Yan was the tiger clan’s backbone. 

“As long as Big Brother Hu Yan is well, what does this bit of hardship count as?” Hu Rong said tearfully. 

Hu Yan gave him an encouraging smile, but his gaze turned towards Ye Yuan. 

“Truly quite interesting. So many Tier 6 experts present all did not detect my existence. You, a puny little 

Tier 4 martial artist, could actually sense me!” Hu Yan asked Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan was expressionless and did not have the intention of responding. He perked his spirits up fully 

too. 

Very clearly, to talk about the most scheming person, it was none other than Hu Yan. 

Peng Tian was not some individual with an undeserved reputation but was played by Hu Yan in the palm 

of his hands. He lacked power far too much. 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan discovered that Hu Yan’s strength seemed to be even above Peng Tian’s; already 

touching the threshold of Tier 7. 

Under the circumstances where his strength was stronger than the other party and still waited patiently 

the entire time until now, waiting for when Peng Tian’s guard was at the lowest to make a move, the 

depth of his schemes could be seen at a glance. 

Towards such a person, Ye Yuan had no choice but to take precaution. Maybe he was still laughing and 

talking with you the previous moment, and the next instant, he would suddenly deal a killing move. 



Such a person, Ye Yuan did not feel that White Light could ensure his safety. 

But Ye Yuan had indeed discovered Hu Yan’s existence long ago. Ignoring his divine soul being powerful, 

being under Heart Like Monolith Heart Realm all along just now, everything in his surroundings was fully 

grasped under control. 

Even though Hu Yan hid very covertly that even Peng Tian did not detect, Ye Yuan had long perceived 

that there was a very powerful existence in the vicinity. 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s vigilant appearance, Hu Yan smiled and said, “Relax a little. No need to be so nervous. 

You’re Tiger Lord’s good brother, so naturally my Darkfiend Tiger Clan’s friend too. To be able to capture 

the Azure Spirit Tree today, it was all thanks to you as well.” 

The meaning in Hu Yan’s words was actually wanting to directly take the Azure Spirit Tree for his own 

and did not have the intention of seeking Ye Yuan’s opinion at all. 

Ye Yuan was not surprised. Hu Yan had schemed for so many years. Wasn’t the objective for the sake of 

the Azure Spirit Tree? 

For him to hand over the Azure Spirit Tree without misgivings, that was obviously impossible. 

“I’m very curious though. According to Hu Rong’s description, you should have been hit by the Traceless 

Soul Poison at that time. But looking at your appearance, not only did your divine soul not deteriorate, 

your strength advanced a step further instead. Could it be that you only acted out a show for your 

clansmen to see back then, and the goal was in order to implicate Peng Tian inside, to let him spearhead 

the attack for you?” Ye Yuan suddenly beamed and said. 

Hu Yan did not have much of a surprised look on his face when he heard. But a gleam of cold light 

flashed past his eyes. 

Ye Yuan’s words had some ulterior motives. They were clearly to drive a wedge on the relationship 

between him and his clansmen. 

Indeed, after Hu Rong and the others heard Ye Yuan’s words, their faces all changed, revealing a 

complicated look on their faces. 

“Your words are only half correct. I did indeed plan on making Peng Tian spearhead the attack for me. 

But I had also indeed been hit by the Traceless Soul Poison back then. It’s just that I myself didn’t expect 

either that not only did I pull through, my strength even advanced a step further because of the 

Traceless Soul Poison’s persecution. This process lasted for roughly four year’s time. In these four years, 

I was suffering the tormenting agony of the divine soul daily. It could be said to be days of darkness 

without sun.” Hu Yan explained. 

Hearing Hu Yan’s explanation, Hu Rong and the rest revealed expressions of relief very quickly. 

“Clan Head Hu Yan, it was all us who were incapable and had no way to help you!” 

“Yeah. We used ten year’s time to lay down the Wood Spirit Dragon Imprisoning Array. Didn’t expect 

that in the end, we were still not the Azure Spirit Tree’s match.” 

“Big Brother Hu Yan, I . . .” 



After a round of words, Hu Rong and the rest all condemned themselves deeply. 

When Ye Yuan saw this scene, he could not help sneering coldly in his heart. 

This fellow’s methods to win people’s hearts was unexpectedly impressive. 

It was just that Hu Yan’s words, Ye Yuan would not believe even if he was beaten to death. 

It might be true that Hu Yan got inflicted by the poison. But it was definitely not as severe as imagined. 

The prowess of the Traceless Soul Poison, Ye Yuan was perfectly clear. Even if Hu Yan were a Tier 6 

powerhouse, if he were poisoned thoroughly, he would not be able to hold on either. 

Spending four years living in darkness without light, these words could only hoodwink Hu Rong, these 

naive rookies. 

The only explanation was that Hu Yan was not poisoned deeply. Even though small quantities of 

Traceless Soul Poison was powerful, Hu Yan advancing a step further because of this turning point was 

instead something that happened without extra effort. 

If it were really like he had said, Hu Yan would have croaked long ago! 

But Ye Yuan did not plan on exposing Hu Yan. Because he knew that this was without meaning at all. 

This sowing of discord that he used just now, the goal was just to take a look at Hu Yan’s character. 

As expected, very hypocritical! 

“No matter. You guys have already done well enough! Your hard work these few years, I’ve taken it all 

into sight. Really, thank everybody so much. Alright, this isn’t the place to talk. Let’s talk again after 

returning to the clan.” 

As Hu Yan said, he was just about to go collect the Azure Spirit Tree. 

But Ye Yuan yelled out untimely, “Clan Head Hu Yan is really not courteous! Hu Rong and I had an 

agreement long ago. This Azure Spirit Tree belongs to me. Don’t tell me that you don’t know this 

arrangement!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 673: Entangled in One's Own Web 

A single sentence, and the atmosphere which had just eased up immediately became dangerously 

explosive again. 

Ye Yuan’s words could be said to be touching the sore spot. 

It was just that to Ye Yuan, the Azure Spirit Tree was Yue Mengli’s life-saving item. He was hell-bent on 

it! 

Hearing Ye Yuan’s words, Hu Yan’s expression turned cold. 

“Young man, I’ve already given you a way out. Are you rejecting face when it’s given here?” Hu Yan said 

in a cold voice. 
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Ye Yuan said with a cold smile, “Heh, given me a way out? Clan Head Hu Yan’s meaning is to renege on 

the agreement?” 

“So what if reneging on the agreement? Hu Rong isn’t the clan head either. His agreement with you 

naturally doesn’t count! Furthermore, the time and manpower that my Darkfiend Tiger Clan expended 

for the Azure Spirit Tree are already incalculable. What right do you have to demand for the Azure Spirit 

Tree?” 

By the side, White Light seriously could not carry on listening. He reproached, “Hu Yan, you’re really 

shameless enough! I’ll tell you what right my big brother has to dare ask for the Azure Spirit Tree! 

Without my big brother taking action, forget that you prepared for ten years, even if you prepared for a 

hundred years, you could forget about subduing the Azure Spirit Tree too!” 

One sentence, said until Hu Yan was rendered speechless. 

He dared to extort the Azure Spirit Tree was still relying on that his strength was powerful in the end, 

and he felt that Ye Yuan did not dare to make a sound. 

Yet, once Ye Yuan made a sound, any reason of his had no footing. 

The reason was just as White Light said. This Azure Spirit Tree was subdued by Ye Yuan. It did not have 

any relation to do with his Darkfiend Tiger Clan at all! 

Even Hu Rong, the few of them, were merely just supporting roles too. 

Hu Yan pulled a long face and said, “Tiger Lord, don’t forget about your identity!” 

The undertone meaning Hu Yan wanted to express in his words was that: you’re a member of the tiger 

clan. Why are you helping outsiders? 

It was just that White Light’s words just now were already said very nastily. Hu Yan could not very well 

say bluntly. 

Who knew that White Light suddenly flashed a bright smile and said, “I didn’t forget my identity. I’m my 

big brother’s good brother! This point will never change till the end of my life!” 

It was true that White Light was from the tiger race. But at his lowest, when he needed help the most, 

where was the tiger race? 

If not for Ye Yuan, he would have long become the Seven Colored Flowing Cloud Python’s meal in its 

abdomen. How could there still be this powerful divine beast progeny, White Light, today? 

It could be said that everything of White Light’s today was all given by Ye Yuan and not the tiger race! 

These few years, White Light and Ye Yuan depended on each other for survival. He had long treated him 

as his own kin. 

Forget that the Darkfiend Tiger Clan was just a lesser race with thin bloodline, even if the true white 

tiger race were here, White Light would also choose to stand on Ye Yuan’s side without any hesitation. 

Hu Yan’s expression became increasingly ugly. White Light’s actions were no different from betrayal in 

his view. 



“Good! Very good! Want the Azure Spirit Tree is it? It’s right here. If you have the capabilities, you guys 

take it back yourselves!” Hu Yan said with a sneer. 

Finishing off Peng Tian, forget about this stretch of spirit vein, even in the entire Dongming Region, 

nobody was his match either. 

These two brats in front of him who were still wet behind their ears. Could it be that they could still 

overturn the heavens? 

“Huhu, are you going to carry on being shameless all the way here?” Ye Yuan said with a light laugh. 

At this time, both parties clearly did not have the possibility of reconciling already. 

The Azure Spirit Tree, both parties were determined to get it. 

“The Azure Spirit Tree was originally my tiger clan’s item. Where’s the talk about being shameless?! 

Heaven and earth spiritual objects, fated ones get them. If you’re fated with him, you can very well bring 

it away!” 

Hu Yan had a mocking look. Clearly, he did not feel that Ye Yuan had this capability. 

It was true that Ye Yuan could deal with the Azure Spirit Tree. But that was just a special case. If the 

opponent changed to him, Hu Yan, Ye Yuan absolutely had no chances of victory. 

If a peak Tier 6 demon could not even beat a Tier 4 brat, he could immediately find a piece of tofu to 

commit suicide with. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head as if approving of Hu Yan’s words. Who knew that he changed the topic, “On 

account of White Light’s face, I’ve already been tolerating enough of your Darkfiend Tiger Clan. Civil 

means before resorting to force. Since you guys don’t know how to appreciate favors, then it can’t be 

blamed on me either.” 

Hu Yan could not refrain from bursting into laughter when he heard these words, “Shameless boasting! 

What qualifications do you have to say civil means before resorting to force in front of me? What a 

joke!” 

Ye Yuan said with a half-smile, “I’ll tell you right away what qualifications I have to put civil means 

before resorting to force!” 

Ye Yuan’s voice had just faded when an intense tremor suddenly came from under Hu Yan’s foot. Hu 

Yan’s expression changed abruptly, directly fleeing far away. 

Yet, how could Ye Yuan give him this chance? His Origin Magnetic Field was unleashed instantly! 

The effect of Ye Yuan’s Origin Magnetic Field was next to nothing to peak Tier 6 powerhouses. If it was 

during an actual battle, it could be ignored entirely. 

However, when two peak Tier 6 experts were facing off, this tiny bit of effect might even have the 

possibility of becoming the last straw that crushed the camel’s back. 

Previously, Peng Tian falling prey to a plot, fell for this! 



Under Ye Yuan’s Heart Like Monolith heart realm. His grasp regarding timing could be said to be 

accurate to the pinnacle. 

Bang! 

Countless vines broke out of the earth from beneath the ground and intertwined over towards Hu Yan 

and Hu Rong they all frenziedly. 

This came too suddenly. Hu Rong they all completely did not expect that the Azure Spirit Tree which was 

restrained would actually attack once more. Their reactions were a little slow and were bounded up 

tightly by those innumerable vines instantaneously. 

While Hu Yan was just that little bit sluggish, and both his feet got wrapped around by a vine. 

But Hu Yan’s reaction was also exceedingly quick. He directly chopped off the vine with a palm-hand and 

fled towards the distance. 

Hu Yan was floating on air when a strange kind of feeling suddenly came from within his body. 

This sort of feeling, he was very familiar. What could it be if not the Traceless Soul Poison? 

The time was very short. He was not poisoned deeply; much lighter than even the last time he got 

poisoned. 

But being poisoned at this time right now was clearly not any good omen. 

The might of the Azure Spirit Tree, he had experienced profoundly. Being accidentally poisoned again, 

his chances of winning became even bleaker. 

It was just that he could not figure it out no matter. The Azure Spirit Tree’s main body was clearly 

restrained by Ye Yuan. How did he break free? 

He already confirmed it earlier. The Azure Spirit Tree’s wood essence power had indeed stopped 

circulating. Logically speaking, he could not possibly attack again. 

What was this? 

Hu Yan looked towards Ye Yuan with a loathing gaze. 

Although he did not know what trick this punk used, without a doubt, it was him playing tricks! 

Once the Azure Spirit Tree broke free, Hu Yan did not have assurance in dealing with him at all. If he had 

that capability, how could he possibly wait until now? 

“Boy, consider yourself ruthless! Hope that you don’t land in my hands! We’ll meet again another day!” 

As he said, Hu Yan’s figure moved and was going to escape far away. 

Ye Yuan watched his back view, a hint of a cold sneer flashed across the corners of his mouth. 

Hu Yan’s figure did not escape out very far when a powerful flame force attacked straight towards him. 

Hu Yan’s expression changed, and he hurriedly dodged. 



“What’s the matter? The clan member presiding over the grand array was already killed by Peng Tian. 

Who’s controlling the grand array to stop me?” Hu Yan’s expression became very ugly. 

“Clan Head Hu Yan, what’s the hurry to leave for? There’s still an old friend here wanting to catch up 

with you!” Ye Yuan caught up at this time too, saying to Hu Yan with a smile. 

And behind Ye Yuan, apart from White Light, there was youth wearing azure colored shirt standing 

there. No one knew since when he was there. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 674: Deceiving Everyone 

How could Hu Yan expect that the grand array which the tiger clan set up for ten years actually became 

his stumbling block?! 

Speaking of which, this was really a situation where a person was getting entangled in one’s own web. 

The Wood Spirit Dragon Imprisoning Array was a kind of trapping formation. Trapping formations’ 

lethality was not great. But under the situation where there were people managing the grand array, 

wanting to shake off the grand array within a short time was very difficult. 

Around Ye Yuan were all a bunch of Tier 6 experts. How could he possibly not hold some trick in 

reserve? He did not have the habit of handing his own fate over to other people’s hands. 

As far back as when he entered the grand array, he already controlled the Wood Spirit Dragon 

Imprisoning Array in secret. It was just that he did not launch it all along. 

Hence, even if Hu Yan did not appear, Ye Yuan had ample confidence to escape too. 

For this grand array to want to kill Peng Tian was naturally not easy. But under Ye Yuan’s control, for 

Peng Tian to want to escape was also hard. 

But at this time, Hu Yan’s attention was not placed on Ye Yuan but placed on that azure shirt youth 

behind him. His expression was indescribably ugly. 

“I didn’t think that the Azure Spirit Tree actually gave birth to a primordial spirit!” Hu Yan said word by 

word. 

The old friend Ye Yuan talked about was naturally this azure shirt youth. 

And this azure shirt youth was transformed by none other than precisely the Azure Spirit Tree! 

Even Hu Yan also did not expect that the Azure Spirit Tree had actually cultivated out a primordial spirit 

already and was able to take human form! 

This unforeseen event was what he did not anticipate from start to end. 

Cultivating out a primordial spirit meant that the Azure Spirit Tree’s intelligence did not lose to humans 

already. 

He was originally a heaven and earth spirit wood, with strength far surpassing same ranks. Now that he 

had intelligence that did not lose to humans, he was even harder to deal with. 
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The gaze that the azure shirt youth looked at Hu Yan with were very unfriendly. Back then, his strength 

was not as strong as now. It was even slightly inferior to Hu Yan’s. 

If not for him relying on his own powerful Traceless Soul Poison, he would probably have been captured 

by Hu Yan long ago. 

Even so, the Azure Spirit Tree also cultivated for a very long time on this stretch of spirit vein before 

recovering. 

This grudge between the two people was a big one. 

“You, this stinking old tiger. Let’s settle this score properly today!” the Azure Spirit Tree said candidly. 

Hu Yan’s expression was rather ugly. He was very fearful of the Azure Spirit Tree. Seeing his hostile look 

at this time, it was clearly unable to be reconciled today. 

“This . . . Azure Spirit Tree, it was all a misunderstanding between us! Back then, even though I almost 

caught you, I also nearly perished, my Dao dispersed because of the incident too, isn’t it so? You should 

know, you’re a heaven and earth spirit wood. Moreover, you have a tremendous effect on us demons 

breaking through to Tier 7. So the people hankering after you isn’t just me alone. That Peng Tian, wasn’t 

he like that too? Don’t get hoodwinked by this brat!” 

Hu Yan explained as he wanted to redirect the troubled waters, pointing the spearhead at Ye Yuan. 

He knew that this sort of situation appearing today, they definitely could not dispensed with Ye Yuan’s 

doing in-between. But to talk about a glib tongue, he was confident that he was not lousy either. 

Furthermore, even though the Azure Spirit Tree gave birth to a primordial spirit, the time was definitely 

not long. At the very most, it was equivalent to a human teenage youth; very easy to bluff. 

Ye Yuan could deceive the Azure Spirit Tree. He definitely could too. 

Indeed, once the Azure Spirit Tree heard, he could not help turning his head towards Ye Yuan and asked, 

“Ye Yuan, did you hear that? He says that you’re bluffing me.” 

The moment Hu Yan heard that there was a chance, he immediately added embellishment, “Yeah, he 

must be bluffing you! He’s a human! Humans are much craftier than our demon race! Furthermore, 

compared to me, he has the strength to threaten you! He wants to make use of you to deal with me 

right now, then deal with you later! Do you feel that a human can resist the allure of the Azure Spirit 

Tree? His final goal is definitely still you!” 

The Azure Spirit Tree looked at Ye Yuan and asked, “Ye Yuan, he said that you’re making use of me!” 

Hu Yan originally thought that Ye Yuan would deny it outright. He already prepared a whole bunch of 

incisive words to vilify Ye Yuan. 

Who knew that Ye Yuan just flashed a brilliant smile and admitted it very scoundrelly, “Haha! Saying it 

like that isn’t wrong too. I indeed can’t beat him, so I can only rely on you.” 

Hu Yan was stunned. His stomach full of words had no place to showcase its skill for a moment and 

nearly stifled out internal injuries. 



But Hu Yan recovered very quickly and said with an excited look, “You hear, he admitted it himself! 

Humans, there aren’t any good ones!” 

The Azure Spirit Tree did not take notice of Hu Yan. Looking at Ye Yuan without paying heed to other 

things, he said, “Ye Yuan, why do you think there’s such a dumb old tiger?” 

Ye Yuan said laughingly, “Some fellows just like to fancy themselves clever. But you should be a little 

understanding too. After all, when death is at hand, one would always jump around a little.” 

The Azure Spirit Tree nodded his head, seemingly approving of Ye Yuan’s words very much, and said, 

“Alright then. I really can’t understand. He himself is dumb, and even thinks that the entire world is as 

foolish as him.” 

Hu Yan still had an excited look just now. But as he listened, it felt amiss. 

These two people were totally making a fool out of him! 

He talked for so long, and the Azure Spirit Tree did not even listen to a word? 

But why? 

Hu Yan was certain that this was the Azure Spirit Tree’s first time meeting Ye Yuan. On what basis did he 

trust Ye Yuan so much and feel that Ye Yuan would not be detrimental to him? 

“Alright. The nonsense has already been said enough. I can send you on your way now!” the Azure Spirit 

Tree said coolly. 

Hu Yan still did not give up hope and yelled loudly to the Azure Spirit Tree, “This boy is clearly harboring 

ill intentions! Why do you trust him so?” 

The Azure Spirit Tree rolled his eyes and said to him, “I’ve already drawn up a divine soul agreement 

with Ye Yuan. Stop wasting your energy in vain.” 

Hu Yan’s pupils constricted when he heard that, revealing a disbelieving expression. He had been lying in 

concealment all along nearby and took all of Ye Yuan’s actions into his sights. 

But Ye Yuan actually completed a divine soul contract with the Azure Spirit Tree under his eyes? How 

was this possible? 

Hu Yan obviously did not know that right from the first glance Ye Yuan saw the Azure Spirit Tree, he 

knew that he already gave birth to a primordial spirit. 

Since he gave birth to a primordial spirit, Ye Yuan obviously would not use extreme measures to subdue 

the Azure Spirit Tree. 

Moreover, after Ye Yuan entered Heart Like Monolith Heart Realm, he discovered that there were two 

very powerful auras lurking nearby. 

If he really subdued the Azure Spirit Tree, wouldn’t he be seeking death himself? 

Therefore, Ye Yuan cast a divine soul mystic art at that time and started communicating with the Azure 

Spirit Tree. 



Ye Yuan analyzed the current situation for the Azure Spirit Tree to listen, and promised the Azure Spirit 

Tree that as long as he guarded Yue Mengli for ten years’ time, he would surely aid him to break through 

to Tier 9! 

This kind of heavy promise, only Ye Yuan dared to make. 

But Ye Yuan was not bragging. The Tier 9 spiritual objects that he had seen before were too many to 

enumerate. He was also very familiar with the Azure Spirit Tree. Helping him to break through to Tier 9 

was not something impossible. 

In order to demonstrate his strength, Ye Yuan used the Spirit Sealing Needle and inserted them into the 

Azure Spirit Tree’s main body. 

Except, the function of the Spirit Sealing Needle was not to shackle the Azure Spirit Tree’s wood essence 

power, but to stimulate the Azure Spirit Tree’s potential, to let him absorb the wood essence power on 

this stretch of spirit vein even faster! 

The wood essence power ceasing revolving was just the Azure Spirit Tree doing it on purpose. 

Ye Yuan and the Azure Spirit Tree joined hands and deceived everybody here! 

[0] Starting now, instead of using ‘it’ to refer to the Azure Spirit Tree, we will be using ‘he’ as he already 

took form and have intelligence. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 675: Killing Hu Yan! 

“Heh heh, didn’t think that I, Hu Yan, would actually have a day where I would succumb at the hands of a 

brat still wet behind his ears!” 

Hu Yan looked at Ye Yuan, his gaze filled with hatred. 

Ten years of forbearance was for the sake of today. Who knew that it would actually fail on the verge of 

success. 

This disgrace filled his heart with unwillingness! 

“I already warned Hu Rong at the Darkfiend Tiger Clan. No idea if you heard it or not, that is to not 

provoke my big brother. Because . . . you can’t afford to provoke him at all!” White Light said coldly. 

“You shut your mouth for this old man! A creature that lives off people while secretly helping others! 

What qualifications do you have to lecture this old man? Don’t think that you’re really something by 

calling you tiger lord!” 

The current Hu Yan had already lost his reason. How could he still care what identity White Light had? 

But White Light said with a cold smile, “Being cocky in front of this Little Lord?Heh heh, isn’t it just 

relying on your cultivation realm being a little higher? Do you really think that you’re very impressive? 

Little Lord, I, will tell you today, in less than three years, this Little Lord will be able to eradicate you with 

a flip of my hand! It’s just that you can’t wait for that day!” 
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White Light was extremely confident in both his cultivation speed and strength. As long as he followed 

Ye Yuan, killing Hu Yan three years later would be akin to killing a dog. 

But this sort of situation today was already unable to be reconciled. Ye Yuan would not let Hu Yan off. 

Releasing a Tier 6 powerhouse out there was too dangerous. 

Hu Yan naturally knew that White Light was not joking. His bloodline was too powerful. Cultivation was 

like playing around. 

After White Light arrived at the tiger clan, Hu Yan had observed White Light before and discovered that 

his cultivation speed was really too terrifying. 

After the shock, Hu Yan was deeply jealous in his heart. 

This was the disparity between bloodline grades. He was unable to make up for it forever. 

Unless he could rely on his own strength to affirm his Dao and become a deity, otherwise, he could only 

look up to White Light forever. 

And in this world, which demon could still become a divine beast? 

Inferiority complex, unwillingness, envy, resentment, all kinds of negative emotions mingled together. 

Hu Yan’s entire person was almost exploding. 

He gnashed his teeth in hatred and said, “Even if I can’t wait until that day, I’ll have to exterminate you 

guys, these two little bastards, today!” 

As he said, Hu Yan directly transformed into a powerful and magnificent large tiger! 

This fellow chose demonic transformation right away! 

After the Azure Spirit Tree took form, it could naturally fight same as humans as well. This made his 

combat power increase greatly too. 

Seeing Hu Yan demonize at this time, he unleashed a divine soul attack without any hesitation! 

The peak Tier 6 Hu Yan was also not somebody easy to deal with. He could actually judge these attacks 

accurately and dodge them. 

And Hu Yan’s target was not the Azure Spirit Tree, but the Ye Yuan and White Light opposite! 

Hu Yan was a peak Tier 6 powerhouse. His strength was god knows how many times more powerful than 

Zhao Tianyin’s. 

Yet, Ye Yuan did not care at all facing Hu Yan’s attack. 

Ye Yuan’s current formations path attainments were even more powerful than his previous life. Now 

that there was a ready-made grand array for him to control, how could it be something that easy for Hu 

Yan to want to hit Ye Yuan? 

Boom! 



Hu Yan’s formidable attack passed right through Ye Yuan, slamming onto the ground behind Ye Yuan. A 

large pit appeared immediately. 

Yet, Ye Yuan and White Light were perfectly unscathed. 

While at this time, the Azure Spirit Tree’s attack had arrived once more. 

Only to see him gesture with both hands. Countless vines broke out of the ground and intertwined over 

towards Hu Yan! 

Hu Yan’s expression changed. He was just thinking of moving when he was caught unawares by the 

Origin Magnetic Field again. 

In the end, he avoided the entanglement of the vines by a narrow escape repeatedly. 

Hu Yan hated immensely in his heart right now. These two little fellows were clearly right under his 

noses, but he just could not do anything to them. 

Not just so, that bizarre forcefield was really damnable sometimes. 

Originally, when he ambushed Peng Tian, he did not hope for that attack to be able to cripple Peng Tian. 

At that time, after it went smoothly, he was still very suspicious. Only now did he know that it was 

actually Ye Yuan who gave him a helping hand back then. 

It was just that Hu Yan could never have thought that this sort of bizarre forcefield would be used on 

him so soon. 

Ye Yuan looked at Hu Yan from a distance and said smilingly, “Inside the Wood Spirit Dragon Imprisoning 

Array, for you to want to kill me, it’s even harder than ascending to heaven. But for the Azure Spirit Tree 

and me to kill you, it’s effortless! Now, I’ll let you take a look at the Wood Spirit Dragon Imprisoning 

Array’s true power!” 

Hu Yan’s expression could not help changing drastically once he heard. But he had yet to have time to 

take any action when the grand array was unleashed already! 

Countless flames flooded towards Hu Yan from all directions, directly wrapping him up tightly. 

These flames formed a cage, directly binding Hu Yan up inside! 

How could Hu Yan be willing to submit? Mustering up essence energy fully, he slapped a palm out 

directly. 

But right at this time, the flame cage similarly burst forth with powerful energy, obliterating Hu Yan’s 

attack immediately! 

“Stop wasting energy. This flame cage maneuvered the entire grand array’s energy to besiege you alone. 

For you to want to crack it, without a few days, it simply can’t be done! Therefore, wait to die inside 

there obediently!” Ye Yuan sentenced Hu Yan’s death penalty very indifferently. 

Hu Yan’s entire person was almost crazy. How could he be willing to believe it? He roared furiously. 

“Want to trap me to death, no way! Argh . . . !” 



Hu Yan was like a lunatic, unleashing all of his energy, and attacking the flame cage crazily. 

But no matter how he attacked, this flame cage did not budge an inch! 

The words that Ye Yuan said, when did he go back on his words before? 

Ye Yuan looked towards the Azure Spirit Tree and said with a smile, “The rest is up to you!” 

The Azure Spirit Tree had a stomach full of animosity towards Hu Yan. Seeing Hu Yan’s crazed 

appearance at present, he was euphoric in his heart too. 

Hearing Ye Yuan’s words, he said rather excitedly, “Thanks. This time, count it as I owe you a favor! 

Otherwise, it would really be rather hard for me to want to kill him!” 

Hu Yan’s cultivation realm was more or less the same as the Azure Spirit Tree’s. Even though the Azure 

Spirit Tree’s was innately incomparably powerful, if Hu Yan risked everything to escape, wanting to kill 

him would really not be too easy. 

Ye Yuan said with a laugh, “No need to be courteous. You look at his appearance. He’s bound to want to 

come and kill me as well. I’m just protecting myself.” 

The Azure Spirit Tree was no longer long-winded and directly condensed a powerful divine soul attack! 

“Soul Exterminating Sword!” 

The Azure Spirit Tree condensed an invisible sword that could not be seen with the naked eye at all. Yet, 

Ye Yuan could sense how terrifying this attack was! 

The moment the invisible sword moved, it pierced through the flame cage instantly, shooting right onto 

Hu Yan’s divine soul! 

“ARGH!!” 

A miserable cry sounded out. 

Afterward, there was no longer any activity inside the flame cage. 

A fierce and ambitious person of his generation in the Dongming Region died in the end under the 

partnering-up of the Azure Spirit Tree and Ye Yuan. 

The Azure Spirit Tree looked at Ye Yuan and said, “I really didn’t expect that a puny little Tier 4 human 

actually possessed such heaven-defying abilities!” 

Ye Yuan smiled when he heard that and said, “If I didn’t have heaven-defying abilities, how could I dare 

to promise to let you break through to Tier 9 too?” 

The Azure Spirit Tree was stunned when he heard this, and he immediately burst into laughter, and 

said, “Haha! Makes sense! Initially, I was still somewhat doubtful about your words. But now, my 

misgivings are all gone, and I have unbounded confidence in you instead! Ye Yuan, I hope that you won’t 

disappoint me!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 676: Stealthy Kiss 
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“Naturally, I won’t let you down! These few days, I’ll use the Spirit Sealing Needle to help you tidy up 

your meridians and let your speed of absorbing wood essence power increase ten times. This way, you 

breaking through to Tier 7 would probably be during these few days as well,” Ye Yuan said. 

The so-called Spirit Sealing Needle was actually that set of profound artifact gold needles which Ye Yuan 

brought out from Ren Xingchun’s place. 

It was just that in order to deal with the Azure Spirit Tree, he sanctified it with special means again. 

Azure Spirit Tree could not help being overjoyed when he heard, “Truly?” 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “You already had half a foot stepped into Tier 7 in the first place. Me using the 

needles now is just pushing the boat along with the current. You don’t need to be so happy. With my 

current strength, what I can help you with is also just this much.” 

The Azure Spirit Tree hurriedly said, “How can I not be happy? I’ve already been stuck at this step for a 

very long time but did not break through for so long. Once my speed of absorbing wood essence power 

increases ten times, breaking through the Tier 7 bottleneck will be an effortless matter!” 

Bottlenecks to all cultivators was a hard to surmount chasm. 

Especially from Tier 6 to Tier 7, there was a huge threshold. Even though the Azure Spirit Tree was a 

heaven and earth spirit wood, wanting to cross this hurdle was also absolutely not something that easy. 

The Azure Spirit Tree’s cultivation could be calculated in units of centuries. 

Don’t look at how the Azure Spirit Tree was just a half-grown child appearance. Actually, he was totally 

an old tree demon! 

It was just that the time he gave birth to a primordial spirit was not long, so his mind was not very 

mature. 

Absorbing wood essence power to break through bottlenecks was actually about the same as martial 

artists breaking through bottlenecks. 

When martial artists were breaking through this sort of major checkpoint, they needed titanic amounts 

of essence energy as support. Otherwise, it was very easy to fail the breakthrough. 

This was also the reason why medicinal pills were so important when breaking through bottlenecks. 

If Ye Yuan did not help the Azure Spirit Tree apply the needles, this distance of half a step, the Azure 

Spirit Tree might not even break through for dozens of years, even a century. 

But his speed of absorbing wood essence power increasing ten times, this difficult problem would be 

easily resolved. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “This stretch of spirit vein is indeed your optimal place to breakthrough 

bottlenecks. It’s also no wonder that you entrenched here all along and not leave. The matter should not 

be delayed. Let’s begin.” 



Ye Yuan did not plan on wasting time. It had been roughly over half a year’s time since he was out. No 

idea what situation the Endless World was in right now either. He must make the best use of his time to 

get out. 

. . . . . . 

The following few days, Ye Yuan frequently used the needles on the Azure Spirit Tree’s main body. 

Indeed, the Azure Spirit Tree’s aura gradually became violent, looking like it was going to break through 

to Tier 7 soon! 

On the eighth day, tribulation clouds rolled in the sky. The Azure Spirit Tree finally welcomed the 

heavenly tribulation! 

“The heavenly tribulation came. You be careful yourself! You’re a heaven and earth spirit wood. The 

might of this heavenly tribulation is bound to be extraordinary. Even though this Wood Spirit Dragon 

Imprisoning Array’s offensive power isn’t high, using it to defend is pretty decent. I’ll control the grand 

array to help you block a portion of the heavenly tribulation’s power. The rest will be up to yourself!” Ye 

Yuan said. 

Sensing the horrifying aura coming from the tribulation clouds, the Azure Spirit Tree’s expression was 

also a never-before solemn. 

“Good brother! I promise you that after I transcend this tribulation, I’ll definitely guard your friend for 

ten years!” 

This heavenly tribulation was not so easy to transcend for the Azure Spirit Tree. 

He finally managed to cultivate out a primordial spirit, unlike when he was muddle-headed back then, 

relying entirely on instinct to do things. 

The present Azure Spirit Tree was filled with yearning and curiosity towards this world and did not wish 

to fall under the heavenly tribulation. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Talk again after this. You don’t have to be so nervous either. This isn’t 

beneficial to you transcending the tribulation instead. This place is a land of spirit vein. Not only is it your 

optimal location to cultivate, but it’s also likewise your ideal place to transcend tribulations. Unceasing 

wood essence power, what can the heavenly tribulation do to you?” 

The Azure Spirit Tree’s eyes lit up as he said in annoyance, “This stupid brain of mine, why didn’t I think 

of that!” 

Before long, the heavenly tribulation descended. The commotion was indeed extraordinary. 

Ye Yuan controlled the grand array to resist the heavenly tribulation only withstood for one round, and 

the grand array collapsed with a loud bang. Ye Yuan even sustained considerable injuries for this. 

But on this stretch of spirit vein, the Azure Spirit Tree’s strength was truly by no means insignificant. 

No matter how the heavenly tribulation wreaked havoc, the Azure Spirit Tree could recover rapidly. 



Furthermore, through Ye Yuan helping him to tidy up his meridians, the Azure Spirit Tree’s speed of 

drawing on the wood essence power was ten times than before. 

Under such circumstances, virtually nothing could destroy him. Even the heavenly tribulation could not 

as well! 

Finally, the tribulation clouds dissipated, and the Azure Spirit Tree successfully broke through to Tier 7! 

“Hahaha! To think that I feared the heavenly tribulation like a tiger! Looking at it now, it’s also nothing 

much!” the Azure Spirit Tree chortled loudly and arrived beside Ye Yuan with a leap. 

Tier 7 was already an extremely daunting existence in this expanse of heaven and earth. 

Even in the Divine Realm, Tier 7 powerhouses could also own a piece of small territory and lord over a 

region. 

The Azure Spirit Tree crossing this threshold, how could it not be happy? 

“Haha, congratulations to Brother Qing,” Ye Yuan congratulated as well. 

Although Ye Yuan’s injuries were already healed at this time, the Azure Spirit Tree knew that he played a 

role of vital importance during the process of him breaking through this time. 

“Ye Yuan, we’re good brothers from hereafter. My promise to you will definitely be fulfilled! Here, this is 

the Azure Spirit Heart Fusing Fluid. Take it!” 

The Azure Spirit Tree casually threw toward Ye Yuan a wood-material vessel. Inside was filled with some 

azure-colored liquid. It was precisely the Azure Spirit Heart Fusing Fluid! 

Ye Yuan was ecstatic when he saw and said, “High-grade Azure Spirit Heart Fusing Fluid! Brother Qing, 

thanks a lot! My friend is inside the space I carry on me. If Brother Qing doesn’t mind, stay inside there 

from now on as well.” 

The Azure Spirit Tree nodded his head as a show of agreement. 

Ye Yuan said, “Brother Qing, don’t resist. I’ll put you inside.” 

Ye Yuan’s mind willed and directly placed the Azure Spirit Tree and himself inside the Vast Heaven 

Pagoda. 

Inside the Vast Heaven Pagoda, Ye Yuan and the Azure Spirit Tree appeared in front of Yue Mengli and 

the rest. 

Ye Yuan passed the Azure Spirit Heart Fusing Fluid to Yue Mengli and said, “Li-er, this is the Azure Spirit 

Heart Fusing Fluid. You consume it directly will do!” 

Yue Mengli said in astonishment, “You . . . You really found the Azure Spirit Heart Fusing Fluid?” 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, “Brother Qing and I agreed on a divine soul contract lasting ten years. For the 

next ten year, he’ll guard by your side constantly and provide Azure Spirit Heart Fusing Fluid for you. In 

the future, consume this quantity of Azure Spirit Heart Fusing Fluid every month, and you can 



continuously recover the divine soul being torn. As long as you don’t employ the power of the 

Moonlight Heavenly Eye, it can keep you worry-free for ten years.” 

Yue Mengli’s eyes were wet long ago already. Ye Yuan deliberately cut off the Vast Heaven Pagoda’s 

connection with the outside world and not let the people inside know what was happening outside. 

But it was precisely because so that Yue Mengli was even more aware of this trip’s danger. 

Putting aside other things, just looking at the Azure Spirit Tree’s Tier 7 aura, unimaginable dangers must 

have been experienced in between this. 

But Ye Yuan actually really found the Azure Spirit Tree for the sake of a promise back then. 

Furthermore, making such a divine soul contract with a powerhouse like the Azure Spirit Tree, Ye Yuan 

definitely paid an immense price too. 

The emotions in Yue Mengli’s heart at present was long unable to be described using words already. 

“Ye Yuan, thank you!” 

Yue Mengli did not hold back, swiftly planted a light kiss on Ye Yuan’s face, then she turned her head 

over. Her entire face was burning as if it was on fire. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 677: Divine Realm's Anecdote! 

Ye Yuan was somewhat dazed, caught off guard by Yue Mengli’s unexpected action. 

A hint of lingering fragrance reverberated beside his face. The moist red lips were very soft and very 

exquisite and actually made him somewhat reluctant to part with that action just now. 

In his past life and this life, it was still Ye Yuan’s first time having such intimate actions with a girl. 

Even he, this Alchemy Emperor, was kind of at a loss on what to do right now as well. 

As for Yue Mengli, she buried her head into her chest quickly, bashful until she wished that she could 

find a hole in the ground to tunnel in. 

It was Ye Yuan’s first time, but how was it not her first time too? 

Yue Mengli herself also did not think why she would kiss Ye Yuan earlier at the behest of supernatural 

powers. 

This to her, this reserved lady, was simply unimaginable. 

In the Divine Realm, how many men were enthralled with longing for her, but she had always turned her 

nose up at them. 

But now, why was she so deplorable in front of Ye Yuan? 

Who she liked was Alchemy Emperor Qingyun Zi. How could she possibly be interested in this boy? 

Won’t, definitely won’t! 
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En, she was purely expressing her gratitude! 

That’s it! 

But why could she always see Qingyun Zi’s shadow on Ye Yuan’s body? 

Yue Mengli’s mind ran wild, her entire person was in a mess. 

The atmosphere seemed rather heavy and kind of stifling. Of course, there was still some ambiguity. 

Yet, there was still a person with a dumbfounded look by the side. The Azure Spirit Tree did not know 

what the two of them were doing at all. 

“What’s with you guys? You were still perfectly fine just now. Why aren’t you speaking all of a sudden?” 

the Azure Spirit Tree asked very stupidly and very naively. 

Even though the Azure Spirit Tree was a heaven and earth spirit wood, it had only cultivated out a 

primordial spirit for a few short years. It was even more clueless about the feelings between humans. 

About Yue Mengli’s actions just now, he did not feel that there was any inappropriate area. 

“Cough, cough, nothing. Brother Qing, I’ll have to trouble you in the future!” Ye Yuan also came back to 

his senses at this time and said rather awkwardly. 

The Azure Spirit Tree who did not care about anything at all did not suspect anything else and said with 

a smile, “This space you carry with you is really quite good. It’s good enough to compare to a small 

world! Looks like Ye Yuan, you, indeed have encountered immense fortunes. It’s also pretty good for me 

to stay here. It’s just, I wonder where will we be going next?” 

Ye Yuan said, “I still have a matter to handle. After settling this matter, we’ll leave the God Prohibited 

Demon Region and return to the Endless World.” 

. . . . . . 

On the second day, Ye Yuan left seclusion and carried an ice-blue medicinal pill in his hand to see Lu-er. 

This day, Ye Yuan had waited for far too long. Even he himself was somewhat worked up. 

It was Ye Yuan who brought Lu-er onto the path of cultivation but did not think that it would harm her 

because of this. 

All along, who Ye Yuan felt he owed the most to was Lu-er. 

But him walking out of a small little Tranquil Cloud Sect, his strength was seriously too weak. Even 

refining a medicinal pill could not be done as well. 

Now, he finally had the strength to refine the Five-Revolutions Iceheart Pill and gathered up the 

medicinal herbs to refine the medicinal pill. He naturally refined it right away. 

“Lu-er, what Young Master promised you is finally accomplished! You eat this medicinal pill, then 

circulate your skill and give it a try!” Ye Yuan said rather agitatedly. 

Actually, these few years, Lu-er’s days following by Ye Yuan’s side were tough. 



She knew that Ye Yuan was caught in dangerous situations countless times, but she was a good-for-

nothing who could not even cultivate and could not help Young Master. This made her very anguished 

inwardly. 

Looking at the medicinal pill Ye Yuan passed over, that mopey face of Lu-er’s finally glowed with luster 

anew! 

She received the medicinal pill and said tearfully, “Thank you, Young Master!” 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “Silly girl, what are you being courteous with Young Master for? Eat the 

medicinal pill, circulate the Heaven Illusionary Ice Soul, and take a look at how the effects are like!” 

Lu-er nodded her head like a chicken pecking for rice, swallowed the Five-Revolutions Iceheart Pill 

accordingly, and started revolving the Heaven Illusionary Ice Soul. 

“Ugh . . .” 

Very soon, a pained expression appeared on Lu-er’s face, while the surrounding temperature also 

dropped instantly. Lu-er’s body and face actually started to condense a layer of thin frost. 

Very clearly, Lu-er’s frost poison flared up! 

But Lu-er was very stubborn, forcefully enduring it. 

Before long, the Five-Revolutions Iceheart Pill finally started to take effect! 

That Five-Revolutions Iceheart Pill actually formed an ice-blue cyclone inside Lu-er’s dantian, gathering 

all the frost poison in her body inside the cyclone. 

Gradually, the frost on Lu-er’s body started to dissipate and finally vanished away. 

Ye Yuan was very happy when he saw this scene and knew that the frost poison in Lu-er’s body was 

already thoroughly suppressed inside the dantian cyclone! 

Now, not only was Lu-er fully recovered, the frost poison was even stored in the dantian. 

As long as Lu-er executed a martial technique, not only would it carry the power of ice, it would even 

carry frost poison in it. 

Once invaded into the enemy’s body, it would make the opponent be worse off than dying! 

Not only was this frost poison unable to threaten Lu-er, it even became a major killing tool of her’s. 

All of a sudden, a violent aura suddenly appeared on Lu-er’s body. 

Seeing this scene, Ye Yuan could not help laughing as he said, “This little girl, pretty obstinate. She 

actually started breaking through right away!” 

The commotion of this breakthrough was by no means insignificant! 

The violent essence energy engulfed a huge area, making the temperature in this region fall. 

Very soon, this area actually started fluttering down pieces of snowflakes! 



This startled Yue Mengli and the rest to gather around one after another. 

When Yue Mengli saw that Lu-er was actually cultivating, she could not help getting a huge shock. 

Looking at the cultivation method Lu-er was cultivating, she could not help exclaiming in shock. “Heaven 

Illusionary Ice Soul! Lu-er is actually cultivating in the Heaven Illusionary Ice Soul!” 

She said it to Ye Yuan. Very clearly, this cultivation method could only be Ye Yuan imparting it to Lu-er. 

Yue Mengli knew that the Heaven Illusionary Ice Soul was the Divine Realm’s Spirit Snow Divine King’s 

main cultivation method; it was extremely powerful! 

“That’s right. It’s precisely the Heaven Illusionary Ice Soul,” Ye Yuan said with a smile. 

The present Ye Yuan seemed to have already forgotten about yesterday’s incident and faced Yue Mengli 

very calmly. 

Seeing Yue Mengli’s gaze, Yue Mengli’s face flushed to the tip of her ears, but she calmed down. 

Her exquisite eyes suddenly swiveled, and she stared at Ye Yuan and said, “Speaking of this Heaven 

Illusionary Ice Soul, it reminds me of an anecdote in the Divine Realm. I wonder if Brother Ye wants to 

hear or not?” 

Ye Yuan said with a slight smile, “I’m all ears!” 

Yue Mengli nodded her head and murmured to herself, “The number one beauty in the Divine Realm 

back then, Spirit Snow Divine King, Mu Lingxue, adored the peerless Alchemy Emperor of his generation, 

Qingyun Zi. The two people’s feelings had been entangled all along for dozens of years, but in the end, 

the heartless brook babbles on while the dropping flowers pine for love. Later on, the Spirit Snow Divine 

King was severely injured by an enemy and almost perished, her Dao dissipating. When Qingyun Zi got 

the news, he led ten mighty Divine King experts from the Medicine King Hall and attacked like lightning, 

directly annihilating the enemy, and saving the Spirit Snow Divine King! The Spirit Snow Divine King’s 

injuries were extremely severe at that time and virtually did not have the possibility of surviving. But 

Qingyun Zi transformed the foul and rotten into the rare and ethereal, expending nine days and nine 

nights to refine a transcendent-grade high-level spirit pill for the Spirit Snow Divine King, forcefully 

dragging the Spirit Snow Divine King back from King Yama’s 1 hall!” 

As Yue Mengli said, she observed Ye Yuan’s expression. 

However, Ye Yuan was unperturbed, as if listening to a story not related to him. This discovery made her 

very disappointed. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 678: To Guard a Tree Stump and Wait for Rabbits 

Seeing that Ye Yuan did not have any indication, Yue Mengli continued talking. 

“The peerless Alchemy Emperor, Qingyun Zi, became furious for a beauty. This became a beautiful story 

in the entire Divine Realm. It’s just no idea why, after the Spirit Snow Divine King stayed for a month at 

the Medicine King Hall, she still left. Later on, the Spirit Snow Divine King let out the word, saying that 

she paid the Heaven Illusionary Ice Soul as remuneration to Lord Qingyun Zi. The two people did not 
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owe each other from then on! Ever since then, the Spirit Snow Divine King went into closed-seclusion 

and did not exit the entire time, all the way until today.” 

Yue Mengli wanted to test Ye Yuan’s reaction and kept on staring at Ye Yuan’s eyes. But there was still 

no changes at all as if listening to a story completely unrelated to him. 

This made Yue Mengli very disappointed. 

If Ye Yuan was Qingyun Zi, how great would that be! 

But if he was not Qingyun Zi, the Heaven Illusionary Ice Soul this level of top-tier cultivation method, 

where did he get it? 

Yue Mengli had never heard of anyone else who knew this cultivation method in the Divine Realm apart 

from the Spirit Snow Divine King and her disciples. 

The only possibility was Lord Qingyun Zi! 

Ye Yuan suddenly smiled and said, “A Qingyun Zi who is so oblivious to amorous feelings! Haha, the 

story is pretty good.” 

Yue Mengli was stunned. It was over like this? 

Right then, Lu-er stopped cultivating; the breakthrough had completed! 

She jumped right into Ye Yuan’s embrace and said with an exhilarated look, “Young Master, I can finally 

cultivate again!” 

Seeing Lu-er’s cheerful appearance, Ye Yuan was very happy too. Rubbing Lu-er’s head dotingly, he said 

with a smile, “Huhu, looks like you had a lot pent up. With this, you directly broke through to the Spirit 

Condensation Realm!” 

Lu-er said happily, “Yeah. Lu-er doesn’t wish to become a good-for-nothing. Even if Lu-er can’t ever 

catch up to Young Master, I also hope to have the ability to protect myself. At least that way, I won’t 

become Young Master’s burden.” 

Ye Yuan knocked Lu-er’s head when he heard that and said with a laugh, “What burden? If you carry on 

talking like this, Young Master will really get angry!” 

Lu-er stuck out her tongue playfully and said, “I won’t say anymore!” 

But her eyes revealed a fierce desire. That was the desire to become strong. 

This gentle and sweet scene fell into Yue Mengli’s sights, but she was in a trance. 

Could it be that she really guessed wrongly? This Heaven Illusionary Ice Soul was just a coincidence? 

In Yue Mengli’s impression, Lord Qingyun Zi was a high and lofty divinity. He always had a very proud 

and cold character. 

But the current Ye Yuan was poles apart from that person in her impression. 



Alright, no matter what, as long as she kept on following Ye Yuan, there would always be the chance to 

probe it out. 

With Ye Yuan’s heart realm boundary, how could it be that easy for Yue Mengli to feel Ye Yuan out? 

Not that Ye Yuan did not trust Yue Mengli, but he did not wish to drag Yue Mengli into the dispute. 

The Medicine King Hall was one of the pinnacle forces in the Divine Realm. Even though Bright Moon 

City was powerful, it was still far too lacking compared to the Medicine King Hall; let alone Yue Mengli 

who was a weak woman. 

The more she knew, the more dangerous it actually was for Yue Mengli. 

Ignoring yesterday’s matter, Ye Yuan and Yue Mengli had gone through life and death together. Ye Yuan 

naturally did not wish to drag her in. 

Lu-er’s matter being settled, Ye Yuan was already eager to return home. 

But inside the God Prohibited Demon Region, Ye Yuan still had some matters that must be dealt with. 

There was still something that happened during this period. The Azure Spirit Tree this fellow said that he 

had no name, so he gave himself a name called Ye Qing. 

Ye Yuan brought Ye Qing and charged right up to the Thousand Mountain Great Roc Clan’s lair, and gave 

the roc clan a stern warning. 

If the roc clan dared to touch a hair of the bear clan and fox clan, he would definitely bathe the 

Thousand Mountain Great Roc Clan in blood. 

With Ye Qing this Tier 7 expert present, the roc clan did not even dare to make a chirp. 

The same thing also happened at the tiger clan. 

Even though the tiger clan’s strength fell drastically after this incident, it was also stronger than the bear 

clan and fox clan no matter what. Giving a bit of warning was a must too. 

After settling everything, Ye Yuan brought everyone and set off for the Essence Devouring Confounding 

Fog once more! 

. . . . . . 

“Haha! Big Brother, we’re finally out!” White Light said with an excitedly look. 

Ye Yuan looked at him with an odd look and said, “This Essence Devouring Confounding Fog actually 

doesn’t have any effect on you at all! When I just entered back then, I almost succumbed inside there. If 

not for breaking through Heart Like Monolith Heart Realm at the eleventh hour, I’d probably have 

become a skeleton right now already!” 

“Huhu, Big Brother, you’re a person whose fortunes run deep. How can a puny little Essence Devouring 

Confounding Fog possibly stump you?” White Light said with a loud laugh. 

Ye Yuan shook his head and did not say anything. 



Talking about it was simple, but at that time, it was really life hanging by a thread. 

Whatever fortunes run deep, Ye Yuan did not really believe all along. When it really came down to the 

wire, what he relied on was still himself. 

Ye Yuan’s mind stirred. Yue Mengli, Yan-er, and Ye Qing appeared beside. 

These two people had been kicking up a racket to come out and to take a breather when at the God 

Prohibited Demon Region. Exiting the Essence Devouring Confounding Fog at this time, Ye Yuan let them 

out. 

Now that Yue Mengli consumed the Azure Spirit Heart Fusing Fluid, her entire person’s vigor and 

condition were much better. 

Even though she was unable to use ocular powers, occasionally using essence energy was achievable. 

As expected, Ye Qing was filled with curiosity towards the outside world, making a huge fuss about 

wanting to come out and take a look. 

Ye Yuan was helpless and could only promise him. 

As for Lu-er and Yuan Fei they all, they still stayed in the Vast Heaven Pagoda to cultivate. 

Especially Lu-er. These few days, she cultivated desperately like she went mad. Moreover, her 

breakthrough speed was unbelievably odd. She was already almost breaking through to the Crystal 

Formation Realm now. 

But Ye Yuan also warned Ye Qing that after coming out, he must not use essence energy surpassing Tier 

5. Otherwise, it would make the entire Endless World’s space collapse. 

Tier 7 strength was sufficient to destroy a small world like the Endless World! 

Each small world had operation rules belonging to their own. The indigenous martial artists here would 

receive the restrictions of these rules. 

But to powerhouses that surpassed this world’s rules, some of the rules here were not applicable. 

If Zhao Tianyin came to the Endless World, what he could bring would only be destruction, and would 

not be able to ascend from here. Because he carried the brand of the Fierce Gale World since birth. 

And Yue Mengli was born in the Divine Realm. What she carried on her was the Divine Realm’s 

regulations power. 

But the Divine Realm’s regulations power was clearly higher level than the Endless World’s regulations 

power. Hence, Yue Mengli would not transcend tribulations here but could rip space and enter the 

Divine Realm. 

Before this, Ye Yuan repeatedly exhorted Ye Qing. This place was Ye Yuan’s hometown. He did not wish 

for his parents to die and be destroyed together with the small world. 

“Big Brother, since we’re already out, let’s quickly go back. With half a year’s time already passed, I 

reckon that the war between two worlds has already gotten out of hand!” White Light urged. 



Ye Yuan took a look at the black mark on his palm and said with a smile, “No rush. There’s still a small 

trash fish that wants to come over and seek his own doom. Let’s send him along his way first.” 

White Light was stunned, then smacked his head immediately and said, “Sigh,look at this memory of 

mine. I nearly forgot about that mutt trash! Now that both of our strength have improved greatly, we 

have to wait for this trash well!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 679: Bring About One's Own Destruction 

Somewhere in the Endless Forest, a martial artist was currently sitting quietly and meditating. 

All of a sudden, his heart stirred. Snapping open his eyes abruptly, his gaze revealed a look of wild 

elation. 

He looked at that black mark on his hand and laughed wildly as he said, "Hahaha! Everything comes to 

him who waits! Finally! I waited until you came! This boy really has the devil's luck, entering this 

Forbidden Death Zone and actually not even dying! Looks like the rumors had much falsehood. This so-

called Forbidden Death Zone is nothing more than this!" 

This martial artist was precisely the Ding Liang who had guarded bitterly here for over half a year! 

When Ye Yuan just came out of the Essence Devouring Confounding Fog, the divine soul curse mark 

which had no activity for half a year finally had a reaction! 

Even though Ye Yuan entered the Forbidden Death Zone, Ding Liang was still quite worried in the end. 

Ye Yuan's growth was too quick. If this fellow entered the Forbidden Death Zone but did not die, 

wanting to kill him at that time would be hard! 

Ye Yuan already had the strength to kill Shangguan Yunrong half a year ago. If he was given a bit more 

time, who knows to what extent he would grow to? 

Hence, Ding Lian ultimately decided to stay behind. Want to see the person if alive, the corpse if dead. 

During this half a year, Ding Liang wanted to enter the Forbidden Death Zone under impulse a number 

of times. 

But each time he arrived in front of it, that death aura came from head-on, practically making him feel 

asphyxiated. 

In the end, he still did not have the courage to charge in. 

Did not expect that after half a year, Ye Yuan actually really came out from inside! 

Swoosh! 

Ding Liang directly vanished on the spot and headed in the direction of the mark with rapid speed. 

The distance of the mark was not far. With his speed, he only needed an hour to reach. 

But as the distance got increasingly nearer, the uneasiness in Ding Liang's heart became all the more 

intense. 
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"What's going on? This boy is actually stationary and did not move all along. Could it be that he's waiting 

for me to go find him? But half a year's time, even if his improvement is any quicker, it's also just middle-

stage Soul Sea strength. Even if he can cross boundaries to battle, it's impossible to be my match too!" 

He thought this way in his heart, but Ding Liang's speed slowed down. His heart was hit with a wave of 

anxiousness and doubt. 

"This boy is most adept at scheming. Is it having something secure to rely on, or he deliberately putting 

up an empty-fort strategy?" 

Right now, the distance away from Ye Yuan's place would only take merely 15 minutes to reach. Should 

he go or stay? 

After Ding Liang struggled for a while, he finally gritted his teeth and made the decision. " I don't believe 

that he has the strength to threaten me after half a year! When he went in, he was just First Level Soul 

Sea! If I let Ye Yuan off this time, I can't escape the word, death, over at the Wind Emperor, His 

Majesty's side too!" 

Thinking up to here, Ding Liang revolved his skill, his figure speeding in Ye Yuan's direction. 

After 15 minutes, several black dots came into view in the distance. 

These few black dots gradually magnified. Ding Lian's heart sunk with a thud. 

Half a year of not seeing, Ye Yuan actually really broke through to late-stage Soul Sea! 

At the rate of this speed, wouldn't he be going to break through to the Divine Traversing Realm very 

soon? 

Would Ye Yuan have the strength to threaten the Wind Emperor, His Majesty, when he broke through to 

the Divine Traversing Realm? 

Thinking up to here, Ding Liang could not resist shuddering. But he then quickly expelled this notion out 

of his head. 

Ye Yuan looked at Ding Liang with a grin on his face and said smilingly, "Why are you only here now? I've 

already waited for you for a very long time!" 

Ding Liang did not speak but swept a glance over the few people beside Ye Yuan with a solemn face. 

Yue Mengli and White Light, he did not pay any heed to them. Rather, that azure shirt youth actually 

made him have a feeling of being unable to fathom! 

But the aura that Ye Qing exhibited out was faintly discernible, somewhat erratic. 

Ding Liang just took a few glances, then placed his gaze on Ye Yuan anew. 

Ye Yuan was the target that Ding Liang was the most vigilant of! 

Ding Liang never would have dreamed that Ye Yuan leaving this time, he would actually rise two minor 

stages when he came back, and already advanced to late-stage Soul Sea! 

But even so, Ding Liang did not feel that he would lose either. 



"Deliberately being mysterious! You called this woman out again. You can't be thinking that I would fall 

for it again and let you all escape?" Ding Liang looked at Ye Yuan and said with a cold smile. 

Ding Liang had suffered a loss once previously. If not for Ye Yuan calling Yue Mengli out at that time, he 

definitely could not escape back then! 

This matter also made Ding Liang gloomy for very long afterward. 

Ye Yuan said with a laugh, "Huhu, letting you, this old dog, live until now, is already letting you get off 

cheap. Back then, you actually dared to touch my senior brothers at the Fierce Gale World, and then you 

chased me down. This score, we have to settle it properly today!" 

Although Ye Yuan had a smile on his face, the words that he uttered were seething with killing intent. 

Towards Ding Liang, he had indeed endured patiently for too long! 

As Zhao Tianyin's accomplice in crime, this fellow's sin was unforgivable! 

Even if Ding Liang did not come to find him today, he would also drop in on him and eradicate him. But 

with Shangguan Yunrong's divine soul curse mark, it saved Ye Yuan some trouble. 

Ding Liang burst into laughter and said, "You aren't thinking that you're invincible after breaking through 

to late-stage Soul Sea, right? Or is your reliance this woman? Could it be that you forever only know how 

to hide behind women? It was like this at the Fierce Gale World, it was like this when I was hunting you 

down the last time, and it's still like this now! Hahaha . . ." 

Ding Liang laughed wildly without fear and did not attach importance to Yue Mengli at all. 

However, these words of his did not infuriate Ye Yuan but utterly enraged the Yue Mengli by the side. 

Slap! 

Yue Mengli's dainty palm waved. Essence energy instantly condensed and formed a slap, directly 

smacking Ding Liang flying. 

Under Yue Mengli's attack, Ding Liang did not even have time to react! 

Even if she did not employ ocular powers, Yue Mengli killing Ding Liang was also not much different from 

killing a dog. 

If not for leaving Ding Liang for Ye Yuan, Ding Liang would already be a dead man now! 

"Putuu! Putuu!" 

Ding Liang crawled to his feet very quickly. Even though he was hugging his face with his hand, he spat 

teeth out non-stop. 

Turns out that this slap of Yue Mengli's directly smacked out half of his teeth. 

"If you say any more rubbish, no need for Ye Yuan to make a move and I'll annihilate you first!" Yue 

Mengli warned. 

To the current Yue Mengli, insulting Ye Yuan was no different from insulting her. 



How did Ding Liang still have any hint of the imposing air from earlier at this time? 

Only now did he know that this woman's strength was still that strong! 

Just based on that one move from Yue Mengli earlier, killing him was simply as easy as blowing away 

dust! 

But if Ye Yuan had such a helper, why was he still chased down by him the last time? 

Ding Liang really even had the heart to die now. Messing with people shouldn't be done like this! 

Ye Yuan looked at Ding Liang, shrugged his shoulders and said, "You were asking for it. Can't be blamed 

on me." 

Right then, the Ye Qing by the side said impatiently, "This sort of trash, I'll just annihilate him directly. 

Talk so much rubbish with him for what?" 

As he said, he raised his hand too. A slap smacked over. 

If previously Ding Liang was not prepared at all that time just now, he absolutely made ample 

preparations this time! 

However . . . the result was still the same! 

Slap! 

An extremely resounding slap! 

The slapped Ding Liang's mouth was full of blood. There was already not a single tooth remaining . . . 

Only now, did Ding Liang discovered that these two helpers Ye Yuan brought, any one of them could 

easily exterminate him. 

Yet, it was already too late . . . 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 680: Meeting Old Friend 

Looking at Ding Liang’s flat-shaped face, Ye Yuan had a look of helplessness. 

He was initially still thinking of having a big fight. Who knew that Ding Liang looked for trouble himself 

and actually went to provoke Yue Mengli. 

Ye Qing was clearly not some good-natured person either. Ye Yuan had yet to stop it, but Ye Qing 

already directly sent a slap howling over already. 

The pitiful Ding Liang already lost his teeth before even starting. 

These two people attacking, Ye Yuan could not stop it at all! 

“Originally thinking of giving you a chance to have a fair fight. Who knew that you took the road to ruin 

yourself. Forget it, directly send you on your way then. Consider yourself getting off lightly,” Ye Yuan 

said helplessly. 
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Ding Liang still wanted to say something, but he mumbled for a long time and did not say it out. 

Ye Qing seemed to not have the patience to dawdle too, directly slapping a palm over. 

Ding Liang did not even have time to resist and was smashed into meat paste. 

This move of Ye Qing’s earlier was merely employing peak Tier 5 strength. But Ding Liang could not even 

receive a single move. 

A Tier 7 powerhouse, even if only employing Tier 5 strength, was also not what a Tier 5 martial artist 

could withstand. 

With Ding Liang’s death, the divine soul curse on Ye Yuan’s hand also gradually dissipated. 

This curse could only be used once. Once the host dies, the curse would also dissipate along with it. 

It was a pity that Shangguan Yunrong still arranged a killer for Ye Yuan before dying. But in the end, it 

dragged Ding Liang in as well. 

To the current Ye Yuan, Ding Liang was just a small interlude. 

With Yue Mengli and Ye Qing by his side, Ye Yuan could already sweep across any small world! 

Even if he faced off with Ding Liang now, it was also absolutely a certain victory. 

“Big Brother, what should we do now?” White Light asked. 

“Exit the Endless Forest first. I’ll find a person first to ask about the Endless World’s situation currently. 

Fierce Gale World that bunch of fellows, they are all being mysterious. I keep having a bad 

premonition,” Ye Yuan said. 

White Light’s eyes suddenly swiveled around, and he said, “Okay! Big Brother, I see that your current 

speed is incomparably strange. Why not we compete with distance and see whose speed is faster?” 

Ye Yuan said with a half-smile, “You really want to compete?” 

White Light was stimulated by Ye Yuan’s expression, raised his head, and said, “Don’t look down on 

people! After I broke through to Tier 5, my speed is several times faster than before! Even a late-stage 

Tier 5 expert, I can also completely suppress him in speed! I don’t believe that I can’t beat you!” 

“Alright then. Actually, you as a Flowing Light White Tiger’s progeny, I really don’t wish to strike down 

your confidence,” Ye Yuan said with a look of helplessness. 

“Ahh! Don’t be cocky! I absolutely won’t lose to you! I bet my pride as a divine beast progeny!” White 

Light went ballistic straight away. 

Ye Yuan said with a laugh, “Alright then, alright. So . . . begin?” 

“Hang on, I’m coming too!” Ye Qing had a child’s temperament too. Seeing these two people enjoying 

themselves, he could not resist joining in too. 

Ye Yuan and White Light could not help rolling their eyes at him and saying, ” You, a Tier 7 powerhouse, 

competing in leg strength with us. Isn’t that bullying people?” 



Ye Qing said, “I’ll suppress my cultivation realm to late-stage Tier 5!” 

Ye Yuan said powerlessly, “Fine then. I hope that you guys won’t cry in a while!” 

This time, Ye Qing could not stand it, “Punk, don’t pretend to be capable! Even if I suppress my realm to 

late-stage Tier 5, you can’t possibly win me either!” 

Suppressing his realm to late-stage Tier 5, but Ye Qing had the Heavenly Dao comprehensions of Tier 7. 

This sort of transcendence was all-round. It was likewise the same in terms of movement technique. 

This was also the reason why the Eighth Level Soul Sea Ding Liang could not even block a single move 

when Ye Qing suppressed his strength to Tier 5. 

Ye Yuan just smiled, looked at Yue Mengli, and said, “Li-er, you and Yan-er be judges together then.” 

Yue Mengli smiled sweetly and said, “No problem!” 

The three people got their preparations in order. When Yue Mengli said “start,” the three people dashed 

out like arrows leaving the bow. 

For a moment, the three people were actually running neck to neck; they were evenly matched! 

“Hahaha! Big Brother, do you only have this bit of speed? Since that’s the case, then I won’t be 

courteous!” 

White Light gave a big laugh and actually increased speed once more, directly shaking Ye Qing and Ye 

Yuan off. 

“Punk, this is your strength? If you only have this bit of strength, I won’t accompany you to play either.” 

Ye Qing’s figure moved. A green silhouette immediately ditched Ye Yuan behind. 

Seeing the two people’s actions, the corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth curled slightly as he said with a laugh, 

“This bit of strength? You guys are also looking down on me too much! Kun Peng bloodline, activate! 

Wind-Thunder Extreme Light Shuttling Art, full release!” 

Ye Yuan’s figure was akin to a rainbow cutting across the sky, chasing after the two people ahead with 

extreme speed! 

The three people’s speed were all extremely fast. Martial artists whose strength were slightly lacking 

could not keep up with their speed at all. 

But the Ye Yuan at this time reached first despite launching later, and actually gradually reduced the 

gap! 

His current leg strength was actually a bit faster than White Light and Ye Qing! 

This small disparity was enough to determine the final result. 

Ye Yuan caught up to Ye Qing very quickly, and then he surpassed White Light. Finally, their gaps 

became increasingly wider. 

Clearly, Ye Qing and White Light already could not catch up to Ye Yuan. 



“Ye Yuan wins!” Yue Mengli announced the final result. The three people stopped too. 

White Light had a downcast look as he said, “You cheated, Big Brother! That day when you were fighting 

with Ye Qing, your speed was clearly not so fast!” 

Ye Qing also said, “Yeah. Your speed today seems to have increased a great deal compared to that day. 

What’s going on?” 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “Martial techniques, of course, it’s the more and more proficient. My Wind-

Thunder Extreme Light Shuttling Art is already at perfection! Unless it’s peak Divine Traversing Realm 

martial artists, otherwise, it’s very hard to catch up to my speed already!” 

“No way, right? Isn’t the cultivation of this martial technique of yours too fast?” White Light was 

shocked until his mouth of gaping wide-open. 

He knew Ye Yuan’s Wind-Thunder Extreme Light Shuttling Art and also knew how hard it was to train 

this martial technique. 

If it was somebody else who cultivated it, without eight to ten years, they could forget about reaching 

major accomplishment. But just how long did Ye Yuan use from start to end? To actually cultivate it to 

perfection already? 

“I comprehended the Wind Flow True Intent and possess the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood. This martial 

technique won’t be too difficult to train to me,” Ye Yuan said with a smile. 

Other people cultivating this cultivation method was comprehending true intent bit by bit. But Ye Yuan 

was already armed with two kinds of true intent. Cultivating it was naturally especially fast. 

“That might be the case, but even so, this cultivation speed of yours is still too perverse!” White Light 

grumbled. 

Ye Yuan was just about to speak but heard some noise coming from a distance. He involuntarily 

furrowed his brows and said, “There seems to be people fighting. Let’s go over and take a look, and 

inquire about the outside world news while we’re at it.” 

Everyone naturally would not have any objections. The few people arrived at that fighting place with a 

leap. 

That bunch of people’s strength, they were not that strong, being only around Sea Transformation 

Realm strength. This bit of strength naturally could not possibly discover Ye Yuan they all. 

But the disparity between these two party’s strength was huge. It was clearly one side fleeing until here, 

then getting surrounded. 

One side only had around ten people, while the other side had dozens! 

Ye Yuan’s vision was extremely good. Looking over, his expression could not help darkening. 

“Ye Yuan, you know them?” Yue Mengli detected Ye Yuan’s oddness and opened her mouth to ask. 


